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1. The popular Snap Series from Prudential Lighting is more
robust than ever thanks to its latest addition: Snap-Aero. This
sleek and streamlined fixture has a touch of retro style without
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being too “themey.” Its aerodynamic profile makes a subtle
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design statement for offices, classrooms, and hospitality.
prulite.com
2. Altos Landscape from Teknion is a horizontally planned wall
collection with integrated furniture. This unique combination
gives opportunity for layered off-module planning applications
that maximize the usable space. Altos Landscape includes both
height-adjustable and fixed-height desks, task lighting, storage
options, a shelving program, and acoustic capabilities.
teknion.com
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3. National Office Furniture announces the Tellaro
lounge seating, which is available as a 1-, 2½-, or
4-seat lounge unit that embodies a modern sofa.
Tellaro features tailored cushions and unique sizes that
address today’s relaxed commercial furniture needs.
In addition to its clean aesthetic, the line offers a grid
stitching pattern that can be applied to the seat or
back cushions to add intersecting stitched lines.
nationalofficefurniture.com
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4. Wilsonart Quartz offers 10 new patterns that marry material
performance and natural-looking structures with today’s most
sought-after colors. These designs honor the appeal of natural
stone and combine it with popular neutrals. White, taupe, gray,
and black are paired with veining and movement to create
interesting patterns and rich backgrounds.
wilsonart.com
5. The Cleo Credenza by Poppin is an elegant storage solution
for the workplace. Two veneered doors open to four adjustable
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shelves that are enhanced by six cable access points at the back.
Cleo can be used in a conference room, as a media stand, at the
end of a benched row, or alongside a single desk.
poppin.com
6. Acoustically optimize architectural features like open plenum
spaces, slanted ceilings, or low ceilings with CertainTeed Ceilings’
Ecophon Focus B and Focus SQ. These direct-mount panels and
tiles do not require a grid system. Exclusive 3RD technology
combines high-recycled glass content with a renewable plant-based
binding agent, completely replacing petroleum-based binding.
certainteed.com
7. The Kallise Lounge Collection from Integra adds a homey
touch to offices. It can be customized with wood or steel cylinder
legs, optional casters, three arm cap options, combination
fabrics, and a tablet arm with a 300-pound capacity. Kallise
is available as a chair (shown), settee, or sofa with matching
ottomans, benches, and tables.
integraseating.com
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